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6 IBM zPCR 
 
A new version (V8.7a) of the IBM zPCR free tool, supporting the z13 machines, is already 
available on the web. You can download it at:  
https://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/PRS1381.  
 

 
Figure 7 

 
zPCR is a “must have” tool for capacity planners. With it you can estimate the capacity of a 
machine taking into consideration LPAR configuration, operative system level and workload 
characteristics.   
 
As you can see in Figure 7 the reference CPU is still a 2094-701 estimated at 593,00 MIPS. This is 
the base of zPCR capacity studies and also the base for the ratio or MIPS estimates provided in the 
LSPR Multi-Image Capacity table. 
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It’s worth noting that the zPCR MIPS values are a bit more precise than the ones you can calculate 
starting from LSPR benchmarks and provided in the Appendix to the first part of this paper. 
 
A snapshot of the table is provided in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8 

 
As you can see zPCR also provides Low-Avg and Avg-High values which are calculated as an 
harmonic mean of the  Low, Average and High RNI benchmarks. They should be used when 
workload characteristics are on the border between Low and Average RNI or between Average and 
High RNI. 
 
To understand which benchmark best represents your system workload you need to collect the 
hardware measurement facility counters (recorded in SMF 113) and pass them as input to zPCR 
which will automatically select the appropriate LSPR benchmark1. 
 
A better solution is collecting SMF 113 in a tool, such as EPV for z/OS, and analysing system 
workload behaviour in multiple days and at different times of the day. 
 
Whatever method you choose, the benchmark to use depends on the number of misses in the Level 
1 cache and on the RNI values of the system workload. Starting from these two values you can 
classify it by using the rules in Figure 9. 
 
 

                                                 
1 The z13 processor cache architecture and the hardware measurement facility counters will be discussed in the third 
part of this paper. 
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%L1 Miss RNI Benchmark
< 3% >= 0,75 AVG 
< 3% <  0,75 Low 

3% to 6% > 1,00 High 
3% to 6% 0,60 to 1,00 AVG 
3% to 6% < 0,60 Low 

> 6 % >= 0,75 High 
> 6 % <  0,75 AVG 

Figure 9 
 

Beside z13 support, the biggest change introduced in this zPCR version is the possibility to take 
into account the effect of Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) on zIIP engines. 
 

 
Figure 10 

 
A new option button to“Add SMT benefit to Capacity Results” is provided in the Partition Detail 
Report. 
When clicking it, a small box appears allowing you to choose if you want to apply a capacity 
increase due to SMT to zIIP, IFL or both. Default values are 25% for zIIP and 20% for IFL. Of 
course you can change them.   
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Figure 11 

 
In Figure 12 you can see the result: zIIP capacity increased from 1.681 to 2.102 MIPS. 
 

 
Figure 12 
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7 z13 Simultaneous Multi-Threading2 
 
7.1 CPU or core? 

Originally the CPUs (hardware chip) had a single central processing unit on it. So the term “CPU” 
was used to indicate both of them. 

To increase performance, manufacturers started to increase the number of central processing units 
in a chip. They called them cores. A multi-core chip appears to the operating system (e.g. z/OS) as 
multiple processing units which can be used by different processes at the same time. This is what is 
relevant from a measurement and performance analysis perspective. 

Mainframe machines have exploited multi-core chips for many years so we should be accustomed 
to the term “core”. In reality all mainframe commands, tools, manuals and people still use the term 
“CPU” to indicate a core. 

                             
Figure 13 

In the figure above you can see the structure of the z13 PU Single Chip Module (from “IBM z13 
Technical Guide”). Eight cores are hosted on the SCM. 
 
 

                                                 
2 Most of the content of this chapter has been inspired by “Simultaneous Multithreading and System z” written by Bob 
Rogers and published in number 3-2014 of Cheryl Watson’s TUNING Letter. 
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7.2 Advantages and issues of SMT 
 
Mainframe cores process instructions in multiple pipes composed of a number of stages each 
performing one step in the processing of an instruction, similar to an assembly line. However a 
traditional core can operate on a single instruction stream. 
 
A big part of the core capacity is normally wasted when an instruction stream gets stalled waiting 
for a cache miss to be resolved. To address this issue with z13 machines IBM decided to start 
exploiting Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT). 
By using SMT multiple instruction streams can be processed simultaneously so when a thread is 
waiting for a cache miss the core can continue doing work on behalf of the other threads.  
 
Unfortunately, the additional throughput from SMT does not scale very well with the number of 
threads. This is because all the threads on a core share some limited resources (e.g. pipes, processor 
cache,   TLB). 
We saw in the previous chapter that the default expected increase of zIIP capacity when using 
SMT-2 (two threads) is only 25% in zPCR.3 
 
As already mentioned IBM has been very cautious with SMT on z13: only SMT-2 can be used and 
only on zIIP and IFL.  
The reason of this approach is that, while SMT may generally increase the overall throughput, it 
introduces some important issues. 
 
a. Reduced speed; a thread in an SMT environment is slower than a thread using a dedicated core; 

the main reason is the fact that the Level 1 and Level 2 caches are shared among the threads; 
the effect on the application is similar to running on more but slower engines; the  more threads 
the stronger the effect.  
 

b. Throughput variability; as discussed in the first part of this paper, variability has been 
increasing with each new mainframe model as the processor designs get ever more complex. 
With SMT that variability will increase much more because the throughput will also depend on 
the characteristics of the threads sharing the core. If all threads need the whole Level 1 cache, 
throughput could be even worse than running without SMT. On the other hand if all threads 
have a small Level 1 cache footprint the overall throughput could be up to 100% more (with 
SMT-2) than running without SMT. 

 
c. zIIP measurements; all the zIIP measurements have to be reviewed. The current CPU timer 

implementation accounts processor time both when using the processor and when waiting 
(normally for a Level 1 cache miss); using it with SMT, the time waiting for other threads will 
be accounted as processor time too. Even zIIP busy may become tricky: if we have only one 
zIIP core, only one thread is running at 100% busy and we use SMT-2 we could say that the 
overall zIIP busy is 50% because we have another thread to use. But if we assume that 
activating the second thread the maximum throughput increase we can get is about 25%, we 
should say that zIIP busy is 80% because by adding 20% (80%*25%) more work we will reach 
100% busy4.  

  

                                                 
3 On P7 machines the average throughput increase with SMT-2 is about 40%; it will probably be about the same on the 
mainframe. 
4 A solution to this issue has been implemented on P7 machines. 
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7.3 Settings and commands 
 

To activate the SMT-2 function on z/OS, you have to: 
 define the PROCVIEW CORE option in LOADxx; if you do not want to use SMT-2 you 

can omit the PROCVIEW parameter or specify PROCVIEW CPU which is the default; 
 set MT_ZIIP_MODE=2 in IEAOPTxx. 

 
When you define PROCVIEW CORE, you cannot use the word CPU in z/OS commands. You must 
use CORE instead of CPU. If you want to continue to use CPU in z/OS commands, you have to 
define PROCVIEW CORE,CPU_OK. This parameter causes z/OS to treat CPU as an acceptable 
alias for CORE. 
 

 
Figure 14 

 
You can see that the output of D M=CORE is quite different from the output of D M=CPU5. 
For each CORE ID there is a range with two ids and each thread appears as a logical processor to 
z/OS when SMT-2 is used as you can see in the CPU column of CORE ID 0004 (online zIIP). 
 
 
 
 z13 processor cache architecture and hardware measurement facility counters will be discussed in 

the third part of this paper 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 From “IBM z13 Configuration Setup”. 


